Abstract-Aiming at the motion mechanism calibration of a 2DOF linear structured light three-dimensional (3D) measurement system, a significant method is proposed in this article. Firstly, the physical model of the measurement system is given. Secondly, the calibration model is deduced and a calibration method based on high-low ball is presented. In order to compensate mechanical errors existing in the system, an iterative data correction algorithm is put forward. The experimental results shown that the accuracy of the measurement system can be greatly improved by this algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Linear structured light measurement technology has been widely used in many areas of industrial and civil, greatly promote the further development of related fields. Because it characteristics that simple structure, good antijamming, high precision and wide range of applications [1] , it has occupied a major position in the field of structured light measurement. For the 2DOF linear structured light 3D measurement system introduced in this paper, a special method of calibrating the motion mechanism is proposed. A further study on how to improve the measurement precision is conducted as some errors do exist in the measurement mechanism.
II. RELATED RESEARCH
The principle of linear structured light measurement is as following: a linear structured light source emits a ray to the surface of measured object, due to limited by the shape of the object, the camera record is a curved stripe, through the curved stripe, 3D contour data of a crosssection of the object can be obtained [2] . As a result of only one line measurement data can be obtained one time, it has to rely on motion mechanism to complete the whole 3D measurement [3] .
Many works have been done on the measurement system calibration, the most typical methods are: tooth target method [4] , constant cross-ratio method [5] and onedimensional coordinate method [6] , etc. However, the calibration of the linear structured light 3D measurement system proposed in this paper is on the basis of adopting high-low ball method, meanwhile, for the purpose of measuring more accurate, an iterative data correction algorithm is presented. From the experimental results, this algorithm can effectively improve the measurement system precision.
III. PRINCIPLE INTRODUCTION
The 3D measurement system consists of a rotating turntable and an elevating axis which contains a linear structured light probe, in addition, the linear structure light probe is composed by a camera and a light source ( Figure.1 ). Put a measured object on the rotating turntable, the camera records the irradiated light on measured object. After calibration, the 3D coordinates of the current light can be obtained, then utilize the probe to move up and down on elevating axis and rotate the turntable to acquire the whole 3D information of the object's surface. After the probe scans measured object's one side from bottom to top, the turntable will rotate a certain angle and the probe scan the object's another side from bottom to top until the turntable rotates one circle for the probe scanning the entire surface.
A. Linear structured light probe calibration
There are many methods of calibrating linear structured light probe, among them the typical representative methods are: two-step [7] , dual-plane method [8] , Zhang Zhengyou calibration method [9] , DLT (Direct Linear Transformation) [10] , natural calibration method and so on. This paper adopted the previous laboratory research result: an improved two-step calibration method. The result of the calibration is establishing a probe coordinate system on elevating axis. After the linear structured light probe calibration, all date acquired are the object's 3D coordinates at probe coordinate system. For more details of the calibration method, please refer to literature [11] .
B. Motion mechanism calibration
The main purpose of motion mechanism calibration is to search the transformation from probe coordinate system to turntable coordinate system, namely, to compute rotation matrix R and translation matrix T . The following process is using high-low ball method to compute R and T . 
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C. Errors compensation for the measuring mechanism
In front, we assume probe coordinate system of the 3D measurement system as world coordinate system, convert all measurement data at world coordinate system to turntable coordinate system to achieve 3D reconstruction of the object through rotation matrix matrix T . However, as a result of mechanical craft deviations, the elevating axis is not strictly perpendicular to light plane, if the light plane at the bottom of elevating axis is selected to establish world coordinate system ,, C x y z as before, this time the mistakes are relatively large when compared to their true value, so it must be revised to their actual coordinate at world coordinate system, write the actual coordinate as
,, C x y z and   '  '  '  '  3  3  3 3 ,, C x y z . By equation (7) shows that 
can be computed from equation (9), yet the vector is still imprecise, write it as
Step 2: Put the ball on the turntable two different heights about 10mm and 20mm respectively again for scanning, then acquire two circle centers coordinate   ,, C x y z by fitting spherical centers, utilize equation (7) ,, C x y z by fitting multiple spherical centers. Utilize equation (7) ,, C x y z . Due to ' 6 C and ' 7 C are all fitting centers, they should be on tt OZ -axis, utilize straight line-space formula (1) to obtain:
From equation (10) n to modify all measurement data.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
According to the calibration method proposed in this article, the software for calibration and measurement has been developed. Figure.4 is 3D point cloud model of a ceramic vane core obtained by the measurement system. For the mechanical errors existing in the system, an iterative data correction method is applied in the measurement. Figure.5 shows the registration result of a ceramic vane core 3D point cloud compared to standard model as the measurement data without modification, the average error of the measurement results is 0.054mm. Figure.6 shows the registration result of the 3D point cloud compared to standard model after modifying the measurement data, the average error of the measurement results is 0.031mm. Judging from the registration accuracy to find that when measurement data after correction, the accuracy of the measurement system received a large increase.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, for a 2DOF linear structured light 3D measurement system, a special calibration method is introduced on the basis of high-low ball through fitting multiple spherical centers to obtain a circle center, utilize space vector to determine the position of probe coordinate system relative to turntable coordinate system, and then complete the motion mechanism calibration. In addition, to compensate mechanical errors, an iterative data correction is proposed based on high-low ball measuring principle. After modifying the data, mistakes can be effectively eliminated when measuring. Through the registration result of a ceramic vane core 3D point cloud compared to standard model, this algorithm can greatly improve the measurement system precision, promote the 2DOF linear structured light 3D measurement system further application in engineering practice. Figure 5 . The registration result of the Figure 6 . The registration result of the a ceramic vane core measurement data without modification measurement data after modified
